!. Making a Choropleth: Demographic variation in the
Southern U.S.
Overview
We all know what a map should look like, but there are a surprising number of choices that go into map
making and it is easy to make those choices bad choices. We will begin with the most arcane piece,
projections, and cover just enough to make you aware that you need to think about it. From there we will
go through the basic mechanics of making a choropleth map in QGIS. To make this map we need to think
about how to classify our data, how to show this classification in terms of colors that make sense, and
finally how to add the basic, but essential pieces of context that make a map informative. We will be
working today initially with data for the entire world, and then shifting over to just counties in the
southern U.S. that we used yesterday. This tutorial draws heavily on Chapter L of Introduction to GIS
Using Open Source Software by Frank Donnelly and available in full here. That document goes into
significantly more detail than we have time for here, but will serve as a good reference if you are looking
for more information or want to take some of these concepts further.

Coordinate Systems and ProjecAons
This topic is the bane of lower level geography courses and has probably turned off more people to the art
of mapmaking than any other topic. We are going to tread dangerously close to oversimplification here,
but if you remember one thing, remember that getting this wrong can turn a reasonable analysis into
garbage, so do try to make at least some basic reasonable choices. We will try to help you make those
choices as painlessly as possible.
We are essentially dealing with two kinds of problem here:
• The first has to do with coordinate systems. The earth is not flat, but it is not a perfect sphere or even
a perfect ellipse. To work with geographic information at all we need to nail down three things: the
geoid we are using to represent the earth (is it spheroid? ellipsoid?), where its equator and prime
meridian are drawn, and what units describe distance from these starting points. These three things
together make a Geographic Coordinate System (GCS). A common GCS is WGS SL used by GPS
systems around the world.
• The second has to do with the difficulty of transforming coordinates that are meaningful in three
dimensions to a two dimensional map representation. It is impossible to make this conversion without
distorting some of the relationships among points in space. Projections deal with this problem by
preserving some important aspect of the true relationship among points represented in two
dimensions; area, distance, or direction. Some projections work by being as accurate as possible in
specific parts of the world and sacrificing that accuracy in others. Others may be perfectly accurate in
one dimension at the expense of others. Finally, some work towards a compromise that preserves
enough accuracy in each dimension so that the world looks 'the way it should.' When we add a
projection to a GCS we get a Projected Coordinate System (PCS). Albers Equal Area (area
preserving), and Mercator (shape preserving) are two common examples.
Task: Explore coordinate systems and projections in QGIS
• Using your file explorer navigate to the folder "world" and open the file with the .prj extension (using
any basic text editor)
o Is this a projected or geographic coordinate system?
• Open QGIS and add the layer (LayeràAdd LayeràAdd Vector Layer, navigate to the class folder for
today, navigate into the "world" folder and add the file with the .shp extension)
o Observe the text in the bottom right corner where it says "EPSG L-Z[" this is a shorthand
code for the current coordinate system. Hover over it and it will reveal that this code refers to
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WGS SL
Project this map layer into a projected coordinate system
o Select the countries layer. Right click and hit Export - Save Features As
o Give your file a new name: "world robinson"
o Use the globe button to search for a new CRS
§ In "Filter" type "Robinson"\
§ Select "World Robinson" and continue
o Make sure to "Add layer to map"
• So, nothing happened. Why?
o By default QGIS sticks to whatever the first CRS added to the project was. To see our
changes we will have to change the projection being visualized.
o FWIW it is bad form to work with layers in multiple projections. QGIS will do its best to
convert things on the fly, but it is a bad habit. If something goes wrong and the transformation
isn't working well, you might not know for some time.
o To change the displayed projection click on the Globe icon in the bottom right where it says
EPSG.
§ Under "Recently Used Coordinate Reference Systems" you should find
World_Robinson. Select and apply
§ Try some others: Use the filter to find Lambert, Mercator, and whatever else you can
think of.
The exercise up to this point has been about big geographic areas where the projection makes the most
obvious difference. In the next section we will project the southern counties data used yesterday (and
available in today's files as well).
• Close your project and start a new one
o Add the southern counties with bvap layer to the project
o What is the projection? What kind is it? GCS or PCS?
We are going to choose a strong compromise projection that emphasizes maintaining area. This tends to
be good for visualization, it also means that if you happen to be doing some sort of areal interpolation on
your data that it is likely to minimize your error.
• Right click on your data layer and ExportàSave As
o Search for EPSG !bbZbb- This is the Albers Equal Area projection for the contiguous US
o Save this file as southern aea and add it to your layers box.
o Remove the original (unprojected) layer and change the display projection to match your new
data.
•

Classifying Data
A choropleth map typically uses color to visualize difference in some data value for different subregions
of a map. Our maps are going to examine demographic and voting data in the southern U.S. at the county
level.
The starting point for a choropleth map is understanding what kind of variable you are hoping to
represent: For most purposes we will have some variant of categorical, discrete, or continuous data. If our
data is categorical classification is already built into the variable (unless we need to do further grouping or
define uncategorized observations). Otherwise we need a system to break our data into groups. QGIS
offers a number of options including quantiles, equal interval, and manual settings. Defaults are not at all
aware of what message you are trying to convey with your map, so do not take them at face value--think
about what kind of difference constitutes meaningful difference and work from there. One of the easiest
ways to “lie with maps” is in the choice of data classification scheme. For more information about the
strengths and weaknesses of various data classification methods, take a look at Axis Maps’s Basics of
Data Classification.
Task: Mess around with classification of data
Z
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Double click on the southern counties with bvap layer and select "Symbology"
Start by changing the "Single Symbol" line to "Cateogorical"
o Under column select "STATEFP" and then "Classify"
o Note the way colors are selected such that they emphasize difference among categories
without implying order.
Change "Cateogorized" to "Graduated" and change the column to BVAPPct. Apply the change
Experiment with different values in the "Mode" and "Classes" boxes
Change the tab to "Histogram" and "Load Values" move the classification lines around
Keep hitting apply and noting how things change.

Color
Color is an underappreciated component of making maps visually compelling. Navigate to
colorbrewerZ.org These color palettes were designed to maximize the capacity to differentiate between
classes. Note that human capacity for differentiating among classes is not great, so - to [ classes will be
recommended for most applications. If you would like more flexibility, another helpful resource for
creating color palettes is the Chroma.js Color Palette Helper by Gregor Aisch.
Task: Change the color scheme on your map
• Change the color ramp and number of categories to fit your message.
Challenge:
• Create a new variable representing the Percent difference in votes Trump received relative to
Clinton
o You can do this using the "Field Calculator" tool inside the Source Fields
• Your new variable has both positive and negative values, so a good color scheme is one that
conveys difference from zero, consider the "diverging" palettes from the ColorBrewer site.

No FloaAng Polygons
It is bad form to have your map displayed with no context at all. Our next step is to add in this context
using a basemap pulled from the web. This will give a map user more points of reference to understand
the information you are trying to present
Task: Add a web-based basemap
• We will need to add a plugin to our QGIS installation.
o From PluginsàManage and Install Plugins search and add "QuickMapServices"
• Once installed go to WebàQuickMapServices and pick a layer to put under your map.

Layout
The final step in our process is to create a new layout for printing our map or saving it to file.
Start with FileàNew Print Layout to open a new view where we can compose our map
Task: Make a great looking map and export it for posterity
• Add a new map item. You will have to drag a box to show what portion of the paper you want this
map to represent.
• Add a legend item
• Add text indicating the Source of your data.
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